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Synopsis: Delores Wright is the wealthy town matriarch and former elementary school principal and Bo Wells is the custodian who worked under her strict supervision for most of his life. When they find themselves stranded together in the old condemned schoolhouse, their reunion takes a dark turn and they relive their first meeting, decades earlier. It was 1952, when some schools were first integrated in this region nicknamed the “Mississippi of the North”. Bo’s wife, the school’s first black teacher, was found drowned in a nearby river, hanging by her ankle from an old rope swing after it was rumored she had struck a white child. The papers dismissed it as an accident resulting from the “wild and drunken actions of a young colored woman”. When Mrs. Wright reveals that she has dreams about the incident, Bo suspects she knows more than she admits. As the night grows colder and the failing health of Mrs. Wright becomes increasingly evident, Bo tries to understand his wife’s final moments and Mrs. Wright’s role in her death.

Cast Size: 1 Senior Male, 1 Senior Female, 1 Male (20s)
FREEDOM HIGH

a play by

Adam Kraar
This play is a work of fiction, inspired by actual events during ‘Freedom Summer’ in 1964. The leading characters do not represent actual persons.

FREEDOM HIGH was first presented by Queens College and Queens Theatre in the Park, opening on May 9, 2007. It was directed by Susan Einhorn.

FREEDOM HIGH was subsequently produced by Uprooted Theatre in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, opening on November 18, 2014. It was directed by Marti Gobel.

The play spins out from Jessica’s memories and impressions. Some actors will play more than one role; a non-literal, improvisational quality to the shifting of roles is desirable. This quality is especially important for the Volunteer Chorus. Even if a larger cast is used, the style of the production should not be documentary realism.
CAST

At minimum, the play requires three women (including one African-American) and four men (including two African-Americans), though a larger cast – up to sixteen actors – is possible. Doubling can be used freely.

Below is a suggested doubling plan, although certainly not the only way it could be done:

JESSICA, a white woman, 21

JOHN, a white man, 20’s (could double as Citizen One)

HELEN, a white woman, 20’s  (could double as Rita Schwerner)

RAY WOODS, a white man, 36  (could double as Young Man and Citizen Two)

ROSALIND, an African-American woman, could double as Fannie Lou Hamer

HENRY, an African-American man, 26

BOB MOSES, 29, an African-American man, doubles as two Ministers and other roles (such as Militant Staff Member and Farmer)

The actors playing John, Helen, and Young Man can also become the VOLUNTEER CHORUS representing a cross-section of the four hundred volunteers as well as miscellaneous small roles (Reporters, a Congregation, a Boy, etc.)

TIME: 1964

PLACE: Western College in Oxford, Ohio

SET: A simple unit set will suggest multiple locations. Shifts of location are probably best achieved, for the most part, by the use of lighting changes and sound cues. Additional ‘cues’ about location are conveyed through the dialogue.
HISTORICAL NOTES

The major events of the week of June 21, 1964 depicted in the play – including the disappearance of James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, Mickey Schwerner – represent historical fact. The public speeches of Bob Moses in the play are essentially drawn from his actual speeches.

The play takes liberties with the historical record in several small ways. For dramatic purposes, I’ve expanded the length of time in which there was uncertainty about whether the Project would proceed. My aim is to honor the actual persons involved while also creating a theatre piece that conjures up the dramatic spirit of this story.
FREEDOM HIGH

ACT ONE

(AT RISE, JESSICA stands, center stage, with a far-away look in her eyes.

JESSICA is a white woman, 21. She is not precisely ‘pretty,’ yet she has piercing eyes, mischievous eye-brows, sensual lips, long arms and legs, and a boldness that can, at times, be very appealing. She wears a denim skirt and a simple sleeveless blouse with a paper name tag on it.

The LIGHT on her intensifies. SHE shakes her head, and addresses the audience:)

JESSICA: Here I am! Surrounded by people I’ve dreamed of being with for four years.

...And I’ve never felt more alone. ...I’ve gone without sleep before, that’s not it. I keep re-enacting all the encounters I had today, as if I missed something really important...

(She acts out one of her encounters:)

“Hello, I’m Jessica Kuplevsky, from Baltimore and Cambridge, and I’m here because... I need to do something about the hatred that’s...”

(A VOLUNTEER wearing a backpack appears and addresses JESSICA.)

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: You really want to help people?

JESSICA (to the audience:) This guy from Stanford. He’d been here the week before. I think he’d bombed out of training.
DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: Pack your bags and get out of here.

JESSICA (to the Volunteer:) Listen: They put this together in a just a few months. But look around you. Young people from every major university. Leaders from the Movement, lawyers, ministers, the press. Of course it’s a little chaotic – it’s like a revolution.

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: You have no idea what’s—

JESSICA: Listen!

(A WOMAN is heard humming.)

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: (cynically:) Oh, they sing beautifully about love and—

JESSICA: That’s Fannie Lou Hamer. She tried to register – her family got kicked off their farm. She’s got permanent injuries from the beatings—

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: They’re just sending you down there to get killed, for the publicity.

JESSICA: That’s—!

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: I guarantee you: volunteers are gonna get lynched.

(The DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER exits. ANOTHER VOLUNTEER appears.)

ANOTHER VOLUNTEER:
The rope cutting into your neck
You can’t breathe
You can’t scream.
(OTHER VOLUNTEERS APPEAR. They all wear name tags, and look collegiate. THEY address each other.)

VARIOUS VOLUNTEERS: — Just because you tried to vote
— Because you’re black
— For God’s sake, it’s 1964. The Civil War’s been over for 99 years!
— I heard, in McComb County—
— It’s hot down there.
— Primordial.

JESSICA: (fervently, with mixed emotions:) Mississippi! ...In six days I leave this sheltered campus for Mississippi.

(The LIGHTS CHANGE: We hear birds, the strumming of a guitar, and then singing. We – and JESSICA – become aware of the campus of Western College in Ohio. Trees. Perhaps the corner of an old dorm. STUDENT VOLUNTEERS gather, introduce themselves to each other, and sit down on the lawn. Among them are JOHN and HELEN.

FANNIE LOU HAMER, an African-American woman, appears and continues singing. JESSICA joins in, and then so does HELEN. JOHN plays along on his guitar. Then FANNIE LOU HAMER addresses the VOLUNTEERS.)

FANNIE LOU HAMER: If you all are goin’ down to Mississippi, you gonna need to sing, and not just sittin’ on your fannies. You need to get up on your feet – come on!

(The VOLUNTEERS stand up.)

FANNIE LOU HAMER: You need to fill your lungs, and sing like your life depended on it. ‘Cause when you get down to Mississippi, there’ll be times when your life does depend on your ability to sing. Now lemme hear you.
(The VOLUNTEERS sing adequately.)

FANNIE LOU HAMER:  This is a Movement, people, you got to move.  And clap your hands.  You got to feel it.  Show me what you can really do.

(The VOLUNTEERS sing more energetically, though without much soul.  FANNIE LOU HAMER joins them, and injects more energy into their song.  The LIGHTS CHANGE – a fantasy – spotlighting JESSICA and FANNIE LOU HAMER.)

JESSICA:  Mrs. Hamer, where did you find your courage?

FANNIE LOU HAMER:  Nothin’ I did.  It all comes from the good Lord.

JESSICA:  But how?  How do you reach... the Lord?

FANNIE LOU HAMER:  Why, child, you pray.  You sing, and pray, and just believe.  You just believe.  He will come into your life.

JESSICA:  But, you see, I wasn’t raised with religion.  My father is a scientist.

FANNIE LOU HAMER:  What about your mother?

JESSICA:  She died when I was ten.

FANNIE LOU HAMER:  Poor child.  But you must have faith to come here, and devote your summer to helping the folks in Mississippi.  I can see you have such love in your heart.

JESSICA:  I do, I do, but it’s all mixed up with...

(The LIGHTS abruptly change:  we see the whole group.  The singing resumes.)
FANNIE LOU HAMER: (singing:) “I’m gonna let it shine! Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine!”

JESSICA: Mrs. Hamer!

FANNIE LOU HAMER: Sing it, chirrun!

(The VOLUNTEERS sing, then hum. JESSICA speaks to the audience.)

JESSICA: Our singing improved, but it lacked... soul. Soul! If only I could’ve talked to Fannie. But so much was happening. And behind all the talk and the singing and the earnest expressions, I could see: each one of us was here for a different reason:

VARIOUS VOLUNTEERS: (coming forward and assuming different roles):
— I’m here because of John F. Kennedy. One day I plan to be President, and guide this country to greater vistas of freedom.
— I’m here ‘cause of that bombing in Birmingham. Four little girls killed, and for what?
— I’m here ‘cause I really dig the blues – gonna go to Mississippi and get the blues in my blood.
— I’m here because we must change the economic, governmental, and religious foundations of this imperialistic oligarchy.
— I’m here because my life is about service to Jesus Christ.
— I’m here because I really, really need a girlfriend.

(The VOLUNTEERS and FANNIE LOU HAMER exit, singing, and JESSICA is alone.)

JESSICA: I wanted to become involved with the Movement ever since I saw the photographs of those young men sitting in at the lunch counter in North Carolina. They had a
seriousness, a focus, that I’d never seen before. Meanwhile, my father expected I’d get my Master’s degree, teach for a year, then get married and have three kids. He thinks I’m out of my mind to come here. There’s so much he doesn’t know about me. There’s so much no one knows about me. Including myself. I leap first, and ask questions later. I’ve had sex with men I didn’t know very well, sometimes didn’t really like, and I’ve enjoyed it. But that’s not relevant anymore. I’m not here to chase my appetites, or improve my mind. I’m here... to do something for others, for this country of ours. Because this country is... like me. Parts are stunningly beautiful, young, full of promise. And parts have these deep scars that barely cover the most horrible... It’s so late I don’t even know what I’m saying.

...I shouldn’t have thrown myself at him. But seeing him walk down the path, after months of thinking about him and Mississippi... like a dream.

(LIGHTS SHIFT: A path on campus. HENRY enters, carrying a large stack of papers and folders, looking preoccupied. HENRY is African-American, about 25. He is on the short side, stocky, dark-skinned. He’s handsome in a simple, earthy way, with the modest expression of a reserved person. At times, he might almost seem stiff. His eyes, however, reveal an intense fierceness.)

JESSICA: Henry? Henry!

(JESSICA runs up to him.)

HENRY: ‘Scuse me?

JESSICA: It’s Jessica – Jessica Kuplevsky. You spoke at Harvard?

HENRY: Yes, but I—
JESSICA: It’s because of you that I’m here. You talked about how they bombed that farmer’s house. I’d really like to work in your county, registering people.

HENRY: I have nothin’ to do with— [deciding who goes where]

JESSICA: May I help you...? [carry those folders]

HENRY: No. Thanks. I got to—

JESSICA: Are you okay? You look different somehow. I brought a lot of canned meat, in case—

HENRY: I gotta move on, miss.

JESSICA: Jessica. Let me—

HENRY: That’s not—

JESSICA: I’ll just take—

HENRY: No—

JESSICA: Just a few—

(Between JESSICA’s trying to take some of the papers, and HENRY’s resistance, much of the stack of papers falls.)

JESSICA: Oh, shoot! Sorry! Let me—

HENRY: Just leave it. You hear me? Just leave it.

JESSICA: But...

HENRY: I don’t need your help! Don’t want your help! Just go. You hear me? Sometimes it’s better, just let people help themself. – Shit!
JESSICA: I’m sorry.

(After a moment, JESSICA leaves HENRY’s area. SHE practically runs into RAY WOODS. RAY is white, 36, dressed in brown slacks and a white short-sleeve shirt. HE carries a large, weathered-looking Bible.)


JESSICA: Oh.


(RAY offers her hand, and they shake. HE holds on to her hand for a long time.)

JESSICA: Jessica. Kuplevsky.

RAY: Russian-Jewish.

JESSICA: How did you—?

RAY: My second freedom ride, I sat next to a guy called Nathan Rudevsky, son of a Russian Jew.

JESSICA: You went on freedom rides?

RAY: Eight of ‘em. Woulda gone on more, ‘cept I had a little encounter in Montgomery with a lead pipe.

(Finally letting go of her hand, RAY points to a scar on his temple.)

JESSICA: Oh my God.

RAY: You wanna touch it? (beat) Jessica Kuplevsky.
JESSICA: You’re a minister.

RAY: I am. But some-a my best friends are Jews. That’s a joke, by the way.

JESSICA: Ah! (pause) I wanted to go on the freedom rides.

RAY: So now you’re on your way down to the Delta.

JESSICA: Have you been?

RAY: Only a few days here and there. But, as you may have guessed, I’m a product of the South. I’m thoroughly familiar with the mind of the Delta racist. You know, at heart, they’re simply scared and confused. Just like the rest of us, right?

JESSICA: (looking around the campus:) ...It’s not quite what I...

RAY: Tell me. What did you expect?

JESSICA: Oh, it’s just my usual dewy-eyed—

RAY: I could really use some dewy-eyed naiveté right about now. Please.

JESSICA: I just didn’t expect everybody – well, the whites – to be so... The way they are in Cambridge. So cool. Articulate, but contained. Like young Democrats at a fund-raising picnic.

RAY: Yeah.

JESSICA: And I’ve barely had a chance to talk with any of the Negroes. Not that I expect them to be grateful or anything, it’s just...
RAY: People gotta sniff each other out. No one wants to be the first to be uncool. So it’s all up to you.

JESSICA: What do you mean?

RAY: Someone’s gotta stand up and just speak their heart. Without correctness, or coolness, or tact, or moderation. Otherwise, nothin’ gets done. And I got a feeling, you’re elected for the job.

(LIGHTS CHANGE. JESSICA, alone, speaks to the audience.)

JESSICA: Ray has a sparkling madness in his eyes. He sees something in me. What does he see? ...I must get some sleep. Tomorrow the training begins.

(BLACKOUT. We hear a large crowd talking. Moments later, LIGHTS COME UP and the stage represents The Auditorium. Behind a podium, there is a blackboard with a map of Mississippi in chalk. BOB MOSES stands next to the podium, addressing the audience.)

MOSES is the leader of the Summer Project. HE wears overalls, but with his glasses, his reserve, his probing intellectual demeanor, he sometimes seems like a young philosophy professor – until we see the deepness of his commitment.

We also see a section of the audience, where some volunteers sit or stand (this area could be situated among the audience of the theatre, suggesting that the audience are volunteers). Among the volunteers are JESSICA, JOHN, and HELEN.)

BOB MOSES: This area is Klan territory. No one – none of you – will be safe in this area. The violence is untamed, ugly, irrational. If you asked one of the Klansmen why, he’d probably say “We’ve got to keep the nigger in his place.” ...Five Negroes have been murdered since the beginning of the year.

(Pause)
JOHN: This guy is strange.

JESSICA: Ssh.

JOHN: The way he keeps pausing?

JESSICA: He’s gauging our response.

BOB MOSES: The response to these killings? The local authorities sometimes go through the motions of an investigation. But there has not been one indictment. And there is not likely to be, unless....

JOHN: (to Jessica:) ...Unless what?

JESSICA: Ssh!

BOB MOSES: When you come down South this summer, you bring with you the eyes and ears of the country. We have been asking the Federal government to bring in the FBI for three years. We appealed to President Kennedy, we’ve tried to talk with President Johnson.

(MOSES pauses for a long time. JOHN nudges JESSICA, as if to say, ‘What is this?’)

JESSICA: He’s thinking.

JOHN: He’s staring at his shoes.

JESSICA: John, please.

BOB MOSES: Our goals are limited. If you can go and come back alive, that is something. If you can go into Negro homes and just sit and talk, that will be a huge job. We’re not thinking of integrating the lunch counters. The Negroes in Mississippi haven’t the money to eat in those places anyway.
(Pause. The DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER from Stanford enters, with his backpack, and takes a seat behind JESSICA and JOHN.)

BOB MOSES: There is an analogy in The Plague by Camus. The country isn’t willing yet to admit it has the plague, but it pervades the whole society.

(ROZ, an African-American woman in her twenties, and HENRY enter the auditorium, looking very agitated.)

HENRY: I think we gotta do it now.

ROZ: Wait.

HENRY: He’s got to know.

ROZ: Henry, he’s in the middle of...

JESSICA: Something’s happening.

(HENRY gestures to MOSES, who comes to the edge of the stage. HENRY and ROZ whisper to MOSES.)

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: See, I told you: complete disorganization.

JESSICA: You’re still here?

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: My ride doesn’t leave till two. There’s room for one more.

JOHN: Ssh. (points to the stage)

(ROZ and HENRY have finished talking to MOSES, and leave. MOSES comes back center stage, and looks down at his feet. A long pause. Finally, MOSES looks out at the audience.)
BOB MOSES: Yesterday morning, three of our people left Meridian, Mississippi, to investigate a church burning in Neshoba County. They haven’t come back, and we haven’t had any word from them. We spoke to John Doar in the Justice Department. He promised to order the FBI to act, but the local FBI still says they have been given no authority.

(MOSES wanders off to the side of the area, lost in thought. We hear many people in the auditorium talking.)

HELEN: You think they were volunteers?

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: I know who they were. I heard the staff in the cafeteria. They were here last week. One was a volunteer, from my group.

HELEN: Oh my God.

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: His name was Andy. Smart kid, very energetic. Jewish.

JESSICA: So what if he was Jewish? – is Jewish. We don’t know what happened.

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: Haven’t you been listening? If someone disappears, it means one thing.

HELEN: Maybe they had car trouble.

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: Come on. They took Andy down there, and they got him killed.

JESSICA: Hey – assuming the worst—

JOHN: (completing Jessica’s thought:) No one said this was gonna be summer camp.
DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: You want to be a mar-
tyr? You may feel differently with a rope around your
neck.

JESSICA: Look, I’m sorry you had a bad week of training.
I’m sorry you weren’t welcomed with open arms—

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: I just hate to see you
people get yourselves killed. And for what?

JESSICA: ...I think you should leave now.

JOHN: ...Go on. Stanford.

DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER: What are you going to
do? Drag me out, like a Mississippi Sheriff?

(After a moment, the DISILLUSIONED VOLUNTEER exits.
Pause.)

HELEN: We need to do something.

JESSICA: (coming forward:) But the air had gone out of
the room. People wanted to escape, but didn’t want to be
seen as cowards. And Bob Moses... just stood there, star-
ing into space. As if he was seeing another world.

(LIGHTS SHIFT: A SPOT on Bob Moses, and another
SPOT on Jessica, watching him.)

BOB MOSES:
I was responsible.
The shooting of Jimmy Travis
The beating of Herbert Lee
The face of Louis Allen, scattered on the driveway
Tears and blood, swallowed by the hot clay.
“Speak up, testify, for only if we stand up can we make a
change.”
He stood up – and was pushed down into the earth.

Young men, moved by my words,
Became blind to their safety.

Children. Little more than children.
Looking at me like I have all the answers.
I tell them, no one can give you the answers.
When you are cornered by a beast
And next to you are children
No one can tell you what to do.

But I sent them down to Neshoba.
I pushed and nearly insisted,
“Bring down a thousand white students;
We need our white brothers and sisters
Working alongside of us”
Attracting the eyes and ears of a nation
Blind and deaf to the murder of Herbert Lee.

And now these kids, looking up to me.
Don’t look up to me!
I do what I must do, and so must you.
If you only do what someone else intends
Your death will make your life meaningless.

How do I tell them this?
How can I make them see,
before they’re pulled over
by Mississippi law
On a dark country road
And must face, all alone, the long... endless? ...night?

JESSICA: Mr. Moses? Bob? What can I do?

(Pause. BOB MOSES crosses to another part of the stage,
sits and broods.)
JESSICA: He went to the porch of Peabody Hall and sat down, oblivious to everything around him. Sat there for the whole rest of the day. Is this project even possible?

(LIGHTS CHANGE: RITA SCHWERNER, a young white woman, gets up on the stage. Containing her fear with a wiry intensity, she erases most of the map of Mississippi, and writes:
“JAMES CHANEY – CORE STAFF
MICHAEL SCHWERNER – CORE STAFF
ANDREW GOODMAN – SUMMER PROJECT VOLUNTEER
NESHOBA COUNTY – DISAPPEARED”)

RITA: (addressing the audience:) I’m Rita Schwerner. My husband, Mickey, his co-worker, James Chaney, and Andrew Goodman, a Summer Project Volunteer, were arrested yesterday for speeding. Deputy Sheriff Cecil Price of Neshoba County claims that he released them last night, at 10 PM. ...But we have not heard from them. We called every jail in the area, but no one has seen them. We called the FBI in Jackson, but they keep saying they’re not sure whether a Federal statute has been violated.

So this is what we need to do. We need to form into groups according to the areas that you come from, and wire your congressmen. Tell them what has happened, that the FBI is refusing to take action. And if the government does not act, then none of us are safe. None of us. ...We need to move quickly.

(RITA exits. LIGHTS SHIFT (though a spot remains on the blackboard with the names of the missing young men.))

(The VOLUNTEERS (including JESSICA) gather at a table, and compose telegrams. THEY play a variety of characters.)
VOLUNTEERS: (severally:) —Dear Congressman,
—Dear Senator,
—Dear Harold,

ALL: I am a volunteer with the Mississippi Summer Project.

VOLUNTEERS: (severally:) —A senior at Harvard University
—I recently graduated from Vassar
—My father is treasurer of your re-election campaign
—My mother went to Bryn Mayr with your mother

—A junior at Queens College
—I earned my Doctor of Divinity from Yale
—You may recall my uncle who was your professor at Columbia
—My father is chairman of the International Rubber Corporation

—Three Civil Rights workers
—Two of whom happen to be white
—Have gone missing in Mississippi

(BLACKOUT. Then: A DREAM: Sound of crickets, an owl. We hear a car screeching to a halt on a dirt road, then a couple of others. Doors slam. In the dark, voices.)

MAN’S VOICE: Come on, boy, you wanna see Mississippi? I’ll show you Mississippi.

JESSICA’S VOICE: Where are we going?

MAN’S VOICE: You gonna see the real Mississippi. You wanna live with the niggers, you wanna love the niggers, well I’m gonna treat you just like a nigger.

(The stage is barely lit: faint moonlight, a flashlight – the black and grey shades of a nightmare. Two CITIZENS’
COUNCIL MEN enter dragging on a Freedom Project Volunteer (played by Jessica).

JESSICA: Look, I think we got off on the wrong foot.

CITIZEN ONE: You do?

JESSICA: I can understand how you feel.

CITIZEN ONE: Oh, yeah? How do I feel?

JESSICA: You have a way of life, you’ve enjoyed for a long time. You don’t mean anybody any harm, right? And then all these people come in and want to turn everything upside down. That would definitely be aggravating. Right?

CITIZEN TWO: Hey, Carl, we gonna listen to a lecture, or teach a lesson?

JESSICA: Listen, Carl—

(CARL hits JESSICA in the face with his flashlight, knocking her to the ground. JESSICA cries out.)

CITIZEN ONE: That’s ‘sir’ to you, boy. Y’hear me? Answer me.

JESSICA: Please—

(CITIZEN ONE hits JESSICA again.)

CITIZEN ONE: You call me sir. Say it, nigger-lover.

(A YOUNG MAN’s scream is heard offstage, then a shot.)

JESSICA: Oh God!
(Offstage, we hear HELEN scream.

LIGHTS SHIFT: The dorm at Western College. JESSICA runs to HELEN, who sits in a stairwell, gripping a blanket.)

JESSICA: Helen!

HELEN: Please... don’t mind me...

(JESSICA sits down with HELEN and puts an arm around her. HELEN cries. JESSICA holds her.)

HELEN: ....This dream! ...‘cept it wasn’t a dream, it was...

JESSICA: Tell me.

HELEN: They drove us out of town, down this long, dark road... You think I’m— [crazy]

JESSICA: No. I had that dream too.

HELEN: Was Andrew Goodman in it?

JESSICA: (remembering:) Yes. Yes.

HELEN: Oh, God! They hung him, didn’t they?

JESSICA: Helen—

HELEN: I don’t want to be hanged! I don’t care if they shoot me, or...

JESSICA: We don’t know what—

HELEN: You ever seen a picture of a man who’s been hanged? It’s like the life has been wrung outta him, bit by bit, till he’s just this dry... Thing, twisting. Twisting, all twisted...
(HELEN puts her hand to her throat, sobs.)

JESSICA: Hey! Hey.

HELEN: I’m sorry! ...You’re not scared, are you?

JESSICA: I was—

HELEN: You’re so confident. So present. I’ve never been with a man. I’ve never really lived. I thought somehow this would be the beginning of my life, but... I don’t know what to do! I can’t drop out. Everyone in Richmond knows I’m here. And my Daddy, he was so against this. If I came home now, he’d be so angry. (She laughs briefly.) —But I really can’t. Not now. The whole country’s watchin’ us.

(She clutches her blanket to her, rocks back and forth.

LIGHTS SHIFT: JESSICA addresses the audience.)

JESSICA: Four A.M. again. Gonna hate myself in three hours. But how I can sleep? Those images! ...Except now, they don’t seem real. Like the disappearance is just an object lesson created by the Project Leaders. (beat) They’ve assigned me to teach Freedom School. Not what I came for. I’d be so good at registering voters. I know, I can’t say anything right now. ...I haven’t really lived. I’ve dabbled, experimented, posed. And the staff, and Ray Woods – they’re the real deal. ...I have to do something! (pause) Tomorrow we learn nonviolence.

(BLACKOUT. Sound of school desks being moved around.

LIGHTS UP on a Classroom. Also, upstage, we still see the blackboard with the names of the three missing young men. ROZ faces the audience. HENRY stands, learning against a wall. The VOLUNTEERS are downstage of ROZ.)
ROZ: My name is Rosalind Anderson. Everyone calls me Roz. I’m a staff associate for Snick – the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee - and I’m going to be leading this morning’s session. This is Henry Watkins, who’s going to be Project Director for Clarksdale, and he’ll be leading the afternoon session.

JOHN: Um, Roz – John Holbrook, from Berkeley. Any news from...?

ROZ: About 50 staff people left here yesterday, and went down to Mississippi to help with the search. As soon as we hear anything, we’ll let you know.

HELEN: What’s going to happen if... they find them?

(pause)

ROZ: I don’t know.

HENRY: These three aren’t the first to go missing in Mississippi. And they won’t be the last either.

ROZ: We’ll do the best we can to prepare you, but... it’s extremely dangerous—

HENRY: It’s hell down there. People are gonna get—

ROZ: Henry, maybe you’d like to tell people about your background?

HENRY: ...I’m from a town called Mabley, in Jasper County. Bob Moses came in three years ago to try to get some people registered. ...Three years. You know how many people we got registered? None. Zero. You know how many black folks got beaten? Shot at? Disappeared? Thirty-eight, so far. ...Much as they hate me, they gonna hate you a lot worse.
(RAY WOODS stumbles into the classroom, wearing sunglasses. HE is clearly hungover.)


(RAY gives ROZ a kind of salute, then sits down in a chair near her, as if he is one of the presenters.)

RAY: Sorry I’m late.

ROZ: Ray is with the National Council of Churches. We’ve got ministers and rabbis available to talk with any of you. If you’re having second thoughts about going, please: talk to them.

HENRY: There’s no shame in changin’ your mind. A lotta you probly should.

(ROZ gives HENRY a look.)

RAY: You know how it is when your rectum feels all scrunched up, like it wants to crawl back up into your intestines? Well, that’s normal. If you’re not feeling that, talk to me.

ROZ: Thank you, Ray.

RAY: You’re welcome, honey. Gonna talk about love today?

ROZ: I hope so.

JOHN: When are we going to hurl epithets at each other, and learn how to curl up into a ball?

ROZ: This afternoon. But this morning, I’d like us to talk about... about love. Because the essence of nonviolence is love.
JOHN: Excuse me. I know I’m new. But we effectively lost a day yesterday. In five days, we leave for our assignments. It seems to me that the best use of this time—

ROZ: I’ve been doing direct action for four years, and the reason the sit-ins and the Freedom Rides were so successful was that we never separated our means from our ends. In five days, you’re going to a place where there’s an extraordinary amount of hate. So we need to talk about love.

JOHN: If we had four weeks... But let’s face it. Like Henry said, we’re heading into a war zone.

RAY: If you please – if I may. (RAY stands up.) Let me try to break this down for you all. (HE takes off his sunglasses.) I was on a march in Smith-town, a floundering little burg 40 miles South of Raleigh. About 30 of us were there, protesting the refusal of the town to register Negroes. This young man, typical small-town redneck, leather jacket, slicked down hair, comes up to me, his eyes are clouded over with rage. He doesn’t see me, he’s probably really mad about his Daddy, who drinks too much and keeps him down. So this boy with a hint of stubble on his chin pushes me down onto the dusty asphalt, spits on me, and barks, “Get out of my town, nigger-lover.” My first impulse – still – I wanna knock that sonofabitch down and show him what for. I still could, you know. But that’s where love comes in. I look that boy in the eyes as I pick myself up and wipe his spit off my face. And that’s when I think of Pete Robillard, my next door neighbor from when I was growin’ up – when Pete was five, he was like a little angel, with the sweetest disposition you can imagine. And I can see, in the face of this Smithtown greaser, the cherubic cheeks and funny chin of 5-year-old Pete Robillard, and suddenly I’m smiling at this poor boy, almost huggin’ him, ‘cause he doesn’t really know what he’s doing. I say, “Which fountain here makes the best strawberry soda? Is it that one, or Rexall?”
“Wha?”
“You like strawberry or chocolate?”
“Uh, strawberry.”
Now his friends are starin’ at him, but he feels that I love somethin’ in him that his grown-up pals never knew.
“So who makes the best one?” I ask.
“Rexall,” he says. Then he looks at me real hard.
I say, “Thanks.”
“For what?”
”I’m thirsty. Come have a soda with me.”

JESSICA: *(impressed:)* Damn!

HENRY: I wouldn’t try that in Mississippi.

ROZ: Thank you, Ray. Thank you, Henry.

JESSICA: But what happened?

RAY: I didn’t mean to—

JESSICA: Did he go with you?

RAY: Well, he looks at me. He considers it. Looks at his friends, who are lookin’ at him. He gets that I could be a better friend than any-a those guys. But then he remem-bers, how he’s gotta live in that town the rest of his life. So he walks away. He just departs the whole scene.

JESSICA: *(impressed:)* That’s...

RAY: It’s simply using the power of love.

HENRY: Man, you don’t have a clue. None a you get it! You go down there and try to give the Klan a little love? You gonna die real slow.

*(Slight pause. LIGHTS SHIFT TO JESSICA, who speaks to the audience. Another LIGHT illuminates HENRY.)*
JESSICA: Something’s eating away at him. ...In three months, he’s aged. In Cambridge, he was almost gangling, his complexion was bad. Now he’s this gorgeous – perplexed – angry warrior. And he doesn’t want us to be his troops, but feels like he’s stuck with us. I must try to speak with him.

(The LIGHT on HENRY shifts to ROZ.)

JESSICA: ...And I love Roz. Rosalind Anderson. I love her like an older sister, or... She had each of us talk about love, and how love helped us through a personal crisis.

(Now LIGHTS come up more fully on the Classroom. THE VOLUNTEERS and RAY stand and address the audience, as ROZ observes. HENRY stands to the side, brooding.)

VARIOUS VOLUNTEERS: — The Greeks called it... agape.
— They padlocked our community center!
— When I feel like throttling my father
— Beyond your tidy, predictable, Judeo-Christian values
— She betrayed me... in my own Buick!
— The look on the face of that ancient Negro woman
— The look my grandfather gave me, just before he died.

(The LIGHTS become more realistic.)

ROZ: John, are you with us?

(JOHN has been looking at something outside the window.)

JOHN: Something’s happening out there.

ROZ: I think it’s just the television crews.

JESSICA: The cameraman from NBC has a mad crush on John. He’s destined to be the male face of Freedom Summer.
ROZ: Let’s try to—

JOHN: I’ll be right back.

(*JOHN exits.*)

ROZ: I’m sorry, Helen. Please go on.

(*Pause*)

HELEN: (*continuing a story:) Granddaddy was a remarkable man: tall and distinguished, with these eyes that saw all of you, and loved all of you. ...So when the doctor... shut his eyes, it was all over for me. I was done – done with this world. But then, the choir starts in with Bach’s “Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desire” – Granddad’s favorite. And I opened my eyes and I could almost hear... Granddad’s raspy voice, singin’ along. I felt his eyes and I felt the eyes of Jesus, looking right through me to my heart, forgivin’ me for being such a fool. The love of Jesus is a non-conditional love, and all we have to do is accept it, and it can get us through anything.

(*RAY goes to HELEN and gives her a big, long hug. MUSIC: We hear a gospel choir humming “Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desire.” LIGHTS CHANGE: JESSICA addresses the audience.*)

JESSICA: I know it sounds corny and desperate. But that’s not how it was! It wasn’t just a Jesus thing, or a Movement thing. Everybody felt it. Even Henry, I think – his face got younger, though he still wouldn’t look at us. And Roz – Roz! – radiating this warmth, this hope, this belief in us. I think she believes in us more than we do!

(*The MUSIC stops, and the LIGHTS become mostly focused on ROZ and JESSICA.*)
ROZ: It’s happening, it’s really happening  
The good questions, the necessary doubts.  
The barriers come up, are shared, and then start to come down.  
The Beloved Community.

JESSICA: “The Beloved Community!” Yes!

ROZ: We will shine our lights  
Into Mississippi nights  
Until they turn to day.  
It is the muddy, bloody, necessary journey.  
In the end, we’ll all join hands and sing.  
We will. We will. We will.  
Even Senator Eastland, and Governor Johnson.  
Even the Grand Klux...

JESSICA: This tear rolled down her cheek.  
She’s not one for advertising her wounds.  
(Like Mom. Like Mom.)  
Holding in all that pain;  
She believes suffering is redemptive.  
(Unlike Dad, who thinks suffering is to be avoided at all costs.)  
Roz is just a few years older than me.  
A lifetime of seeing her friends beaten and killed.  
She’s so serious  
And yet  
So calm  
Like she’s floating...  
She wears a wedding ring.

ROZ: (to herself:) I know. I know.  
The Grand Klux won’t hold my black hand.  
Won’t join our circle.  
And my husband? Linwood?  
– Will you live to see it? (beat)
Where are you, Linwood?
Are you alive?
I wish you were here!
You might laugh at these kids,
but you couldn’t hate them.
They would love you, and cry for you,
And want to give you their lives.
Are you with the three that... disappeared?
I hope, I pray, I beg you, Lord
Let him be alright.
Don’t let them... smash...
His beautiful, powerful, stubborn head.


ROZ: The Beloved Community.
   We will, we are, we are making
   The Beloved—

(Enter JOHN. LIGHTS CHANGE BACK TO NORMAL.)

JOHN: Listen: they found it. They found Mickey Schwerner’s car. The Ford station wagon, all burnt up. They found it in a big creek outside Philadelphia, Mississippi.

JESSICA: And the three guys?

JOHN: They’ve been dragging the rivers, and scouring the woods, but no sign. ...It’s going to be the lead story on every news show in the country.

(HENRY exits, JOHN follows him.)

RAY: (quietly:) Let us pray.

(HELEN, ROZ and RAY bow their heads and silently pray. JESSICA watches them as the LIGHTS fade to black.)
In the darkness, we hear the following:

HENRY’S VOICE: Coon!

ROZ’S VOICE: Ape!

HENRY’S VOICE: Nigger!

ROZ’S VOICE: Get outta the car, nigger!

(LIGHTS UP on the Classroom. JESSICA sits on some chairs arranged to look like the front seat of a car. HENRY and ROZ stand outside the ‘car.’ The other VOLUNTEERS watch, as HENRY and ROZ play the roles of white red-necks.)

HENRY: Are you deaf and black? I said get outta the car, nigger.

JESSICA: What did I do, Sheriff?

(HENRY yanks JESSICA out of the ‘car’ and throws her to the ground.)

HENRY: I tell you to speak? You don’t speak a word till I tell ya to. Y’hear? ...You say, ‘yes suh.’ Say it!

JESSICA: (somewhat sarcastically:) Yes, sir.

(HENRY spits on JESSICA. ROZ breaks out of the role-playing and addresses the group. As ROZ speaks, JESSICA gets up.)

ROZ: Okay. First mistake: the first thing you do when you get into a car is lock all the doors. Also, you want to learn all the roads, all the little dirt lanes off the main highway. If someone tries to pull you over, and you’re not in town, you should strongly consider making a run
for it. The last person who reported seeing Chaney, Goodman and Schwerner was the Sheriff who stopped them for speeding. We don’t know for sure if that Sheriff was directly involved in their disappearance, but don’t ever think that just because someone’s in law enforcement they’re not a threat to your life.

JOHN: Roz, Henry: Excuse me. I understand what you’re trying to do, but is it really necessary to spit at us?

ROZ: Yes, it is. And we hate doing it. But please understand, the worst we do here is nothing compared to what you’re going to face down there.

JOHN: Why not just show us the ropes? We’re not children.

ROZ: John: ...I think you don’t trust us.

JOHN: I’m simply making a—

ROZ: You don’t want to work under Negro leadership, do you?

JOHN: That’s... Obviously, if I signed up for this... Perhaps it’d be better if you and I spoke after. In the interests of time.

(Slight pause: ROZ considers how to handle this.)

HENRY: (to Jessica:) I don’t blame you bein’ angry at me. But if you allow yourself to get angry at the wrong time down there...

ROZ: Everything – everything – depends on not giving in to hate. It’s more than just a survival tactic—

(HENRY shakes his head.)
ROZ: I know Henry doesn’t agree with me. But—

HENRY: We gotta move on. ...Let’s review. The vital parts of your body? (points to Helen.)

HELEN: The neck, the head and the groin.

HENRY: How do we protect ‘em? (points to John.)

JOHN: You curl up.

HENRY: You curl up like a baby. Keep your legs together, pull your knees up to your gut, you wanna be shielding your head and your neck with your hands and arms – like this. Okay? The other parts of your body can take a real beating before anything permanent goes wrong. (HENRY picks up a broomstick.) A billy club can make a real mess of your hands. Gonna get ‘em all bloody. But they heal up. See? But your head... Your head gets caved in, it’s not gonna heal up. Not ever.

(Pause: the VOLUNTEERS absorb what’s facing them in Mississippi.)

ROZ: Shall we do the ATTACK scenario?

HENRY: (nods.) ...You— (points to Jessica) and you— (points to Helen) Stand up, please. Let’s say you two are walking down Main Street, in Carthage, Mississippi. The streets are deserted. It’s dusk. You all had to go to the store to get some powdered milk, ‘cause they don’t sell it on the side of town where you’re staying. So... walk.

(HELEN and JESSICA walk.)

HENRY: You wanna walk like you know exactly where you’re goin’. Try it.
(HELEN and JESSICA walk more purposefully. HENRY, still holding the broomstick, and ROZ, stand in their way. HENRY and ROZ assume the roles of rednecks.)

HENRY: Howdy, girls. Where y’all goin’?

JESSICA: We’re, uh, goin’ home.

ROZ: Home? Y’all gonna walk all the way to New York?

(JESSICA laughs.)

HENRY: (dropping his redneck character:) Don’t laugh!

JESSICA: I’m sorry, I just—

HENRY: There’s gonna be a lot that you don’t expect. I’m tellin’ you all, that’s how the people down there talk. You laugh—you blink—at the wrong time—

(HENRY brings the broomstick down into his hand. Pause. He resumes the role-playing:)

HENRY: Where y’all stayin’?

HELEN: Uh, we’re guests of a family here in town.

HENRY: Guests? I ain’t heard nothing about nobody havin’ guests. Unless you two are guests of some niggers. Is that what you all are? Nigger-lovers? ...Answer me, girl.

HELEN: M-my name is Helen Graves. W-what’s yours?

ROZ: Hank, I think we got us here two professional nigger-lovin’ agitators.

HENRY: That what you are?
HELEN: No.

JESSICA: We’re here to do some teaching.

ROZ: You’re here to stir up trouble. We get along just fine in this town, we don’t need any of your so-called teachin’. So why don’t you pack up your Ivy League skirts and your beatnik tops and get on out of this town tonight. You hear me?

JESSICA: We don’t want any trouble. Why don’t you come visit our—?

ROZ: There ain’t gonna be no Freedom School in Carthage, hear?

JESSICA: Do you even know what we do there?

HENRY: You oughta be ashamed, carryin’ on like that with those black animals.

ROZ: We better not see you tomorrow. Do you understand me?

HELEN: Yes, I...

ROZ: Good. And you? You understand me?

JESSICA: I’d like to understand you better.

ROZ: Say what??

JESSICA: What are you so angry about?

(ROZ takes the broomstick from HENRY.)

ROZ: Listen to me: We give outside agitators a special one-way ticket. So I’m gonna ask you one last time, do you understand me?
HELEN: ...Yes, she does.

HENRY: You gonna be on the mornin’ bus outta here?

(Pause)

JESSICA: This is our situation: There are 18 children—

HENRY: I must not-a heard you correctly. You are going to be on that bus tomorrow mornin’. Right?

JESSICA: Well, unless that bus is heading for the freedom school—

(ROZ suddenly pushes JESSICA to the ground. JESSICA curls up, somewhat. ROZ kicks JESSICA. HENRY breaks out of the role-playing.)

HENRY: (as himself:) Jessica, what are you doing? What are you doing?

JESSICA: I’m protecting myself.

HENRY: You call that curlin’ up like a baby?

JESSICA: Yeah.

HENRY: You’re not protecting your groin. You wanna get kicked in your privates? And your elbows is stickin’ out, you gonna get a broken arm. How many times I got to tell you: You need to get out of your head this idea you’re gonna be bringin’ love to Mississippi rednecks.

JESSICA: So, you’re just giving up on—?

ROZ: We’re not giving up on them. But you can’t go into a battlefield without being protected. That’s what we’re trying to learn here.
HENRY: (to Helen:) And you. If your partner gets knocked down like that, you gotta cover her. You can’t just stand there like a stork.

HELEN: I’m sorry.

HENRY: She could get herself permanently injured, or worse. You want that on your head?!

(HELEN can’t speak. After a moment, on the verge of tears, she turns. HENRY grabs her arm and resumes his role-playing:)

HENRY: (again playing a redneck:) Where you goin’, freedom girl?

(HELEN tries to pull her arm away.)

HELEN: Please—

HENRY: You wanna stay in Carthage?

HELEN: I just need to—

HENRY: Stay? Or leave?

JESSICA: Henry: I think she needs—

(ROZ pushes JESSICA back down.)

ROZ: Stay in the dust, coon-lover.

(ROZ kicks JESSICA. JESSICA curls into a fetal position. Suddenly, HELEN screams. HENRY lets go of her and SHE runs out of the room. The LIGHTS change, becoming dream-like, focusing on HELEN and on JESSICA, who watches her.)
HELEN: They’re twisting my arm
    Till it breaks.
    I’ll never play the piano.
    I’m on my knees in the dust
    And they’re laughing
    As they splash gasoline on the
    Blue Ford station wagon.

MALE VOICE OFFSTAGE: Oh, God! Please! No!

(A horrible scream. HELEN puts her hand to her mouth.)

JESSICA: They’re beating the life out of James Chaney
    His face like a swamp bubbling up blood
    And they keep bashing and bashing
    And laughing
    And I’m on my knees
    What can I do?
    What can I do?

HELEN: God! God, are you even there?
    Why are you letting this happen?
    What did we do?
    What did we do?!

JESSICA: If I do nothing, he dies.
    If I resist, he dies, and so do I.
    If I beg, they laugh.
    If I scream, they laugh!

HELEN: I don’t want to die.
    Not like that.
    Oh, God. You’ve got to give me—
    please let me—
    Please, God! Don’t let me... don’t let me...

(A burst of flames. Upstage, the Ford Station wagon (the one that was found in Mississippi) appears, burning up.)
JESSICA and HELEN watch in horror. After a few moments, the stage goes dark.)

VOICES: — Damn nigger-lovers!
   — You got no business here.
   — Nigras don’t want you here.
   — You shoulda left when we told you.
   — You wanna be black? We’ll turn you black.

(LIGHTS UP in the classroom. A role-playing situation is in progress: HENRY and ROZ are playing White Volunteers, sprawled on the floor, and the VOLUNTEERS (including Ray, excluding Helen) are attacking them – pulling their hair and kicking them. JESSICA joins them.)

VOLUNTEERS: — White trash!
   — Get the hell outta my town, trash!
   — Commie agitatin’ nigger-kissin’ Jew!


(JESSICA kicks HENRY.)

JESSICA: Get the fuck out of my life, you nigger-face commie Jew! AAAAAA!

(JESSICA turns away from the group, appalled at herself.)

JESSICA: (to audience:) I can’t believe... how much... What did I say?

(LIGHTS SHIFT: A pew in the Campus Chapel. Upstage, a pulpit, and, perhaps, a stained glass window. RAY enters, followed by JESSICA.)

JESSICA: (to Ray:) I mean, something took over. That’s not me.
(RAY sits on the pew; JESSICA joins him.)

RAY: Better to face the beast, than pretend it ain’t there.

JESSICA: But I don’t know where… [that came from]

RAY: All of us got a nasty little redneck hiding inside somewhere.

JESSICA: Not me! I love Negroes. I do.

RAY: You feel they’re different. On some primal, animal level, you see – they don’t look like us. This goes back to caveman days. We huddled around the fire and protected each other from the outsider.

JESSICA: We once sacrificed virgins and burned witches, but that doesn’t mean—

RAY: We still sacrifice virgins and burn witches, we just call it different things.

JESSICA: What do you mean?

RAY: ...You gotta face some shit in yourself that ain’t pretty. Mahatma Gandhi spoke of ‘satyagraha’, which means “holding onto truth.” But holding onto truth in this country... It’s like holding on to a bucking bronco with a firecracker in its ass.

JESSICA: Yeah. ...But I went over the line in there, didn’t I? They must—

RAY: Stop. Stop worrying what other people think of you.

JESSICA: But— ! They’re in so much pain. And what do we do about it? Act like a bunch of spoiled kids, and then I go... (beat) It’s just that... I’m really scared, for the
Project. Bob Moses seems like he’s having second thoughts about the whole thing. And Henry and those other guys from Snick? They’re so angry – angry at us! I know they’ve been through hell, but we came here... I mean – If we can’t work together here, what’s gonna happen in Mississippi?

RAY: I don’t know, honey. I don’t know.

JESSICA: ...Just because Medgar Evers got shot, doesn’t make Martin Luther King into Don Quixote. Right?

(RAY puts his hands on JESSICA’s face.)

RAY: God bless you, child. You are so beautiful.

(HE takes his hands away from her face, and then suddenly grips his head.)

JESSICA: ...Are you alright? Should I go get—?

RAY: No, no; I’m fine, fine. ...I get this sometimes.

JESSICA: Is there anything...?

RAY: Reach under the pew, you’ll find a can. Get that for me, if you would.

(JESSICA finds a can of beer.)

JESSICA: Beer?

RAY: It helps.

JESSICA: You were hung over this morning.

RAY: Please.
JESSICA: But—

(RAY takes the beer from JESSICA, then takes a can opener out of his pocket, opens and drinks the beer.)

JESSICA: You have a drinking problem, don’t you?

RAY: Honey, I have a throbbing in my head and an ache in my soul, and I find that a strategic swallow of brew can work miracles, that’s all.

JESSICA: What’s this ache in your soul?

RAY: Don’t you worry about that.

JESSICA: Isn’t it something you need to grapple with before...?

RAY: I’m grapplin’. Don’t you worry so much.

(RAY takes another deep drink.)

JESSICA: Did you always believe in God? Or was there this moment of...?

RAY: You have to understand, I was raised in the rural South, real Jesus country.
...You’re a wandering Jew, lookin’ for evidence of God, aren’t you?

JESSICA: Uh, I don’t know. What makes you think that?

RAY: I sense you too have an ache, deep inside. Call it a soul ache. Am I right?

JESSICA: A soul ache. ...God!

(LIGHTS SHIFT, JESSICA moves into a SPOTLIGHT and speaks to audience.)
JESSICA: We leave for Mississippi in four days. There’s no time for soul searching. But how can I go if I don’t know the real reason I’m going? Am I being called? Why do I feel so incredibly alone? I live for those moments when Fannie Lou Hamer leads us in song, those brief seconds when I’m not filled with petty neuroses, raging appetites, crazy crazy thoughts.

(LIGHTS CHANGE: What follows springs from Jessica’s consciousness: half-fantasy, half memory of her visit to a black church. A BLACK PREACHER steps up to the Pulpit. A CONGREGATION appears.)

BLACK PREACHER: Thank you, Lord, for bringing Jessica Kuplevsky to our congregation today. She has heard the cries of our people, seeking their God-given freedom. She comes to us today on her way to Mississippi, where our people live in great fear and poverty and misery, and Jessica Kuplevsky is going down there to help our people register to vote, so that they pull themselves out of the swamp of racial inequity and make their way their to the Promised Land.

CONGREGATION: Amen.

BLACK PREACHER: She’s paying her way to Mississippi, saved up from her various jobs. She could’ve stayed in Boston, gotten herself a summer job, but she’s been called to Mississippi. She could’ve stayed at her college in Cambridge, where the dormitories are guarded by the police, but instead she’s heading down to the Delta, where the police work side by side with the Ku Klux Klan.

CONGREGATION: Thank you, Jessica. God bless you, child.
BLACK PREACHER: But to do her job in Mississippi, Jessica’s going to need money for bail. That’s right, when you register Negroes in Mississippi, chances are the white authorities will throw you into their jails, terrible jails, where terrible things happen. So I’m asking all of us today to reach into our pockets, and pull out a dollar or two and put it in the basket, so that Jessica will not be stranded in a Mississippi jail. Because she’s not just going down there for the poor folk in Mississippi, she’s going down there for all of us. So dig deep – because Jessica Kuplevsky is digging deep for all of us.

(FANNIE LOU HAMER steps forward and starts humming a hymn, perhaps “Go Tell It on the Mountain.” After the first few bars, the CONGREGATION joins in, humming along.)

JESSICA: Thank you. Thank you so much! Your belief – your belief in me, in your brothers and sisters down in Mississippi – means so much. I will write you when I get down there – every week – and give you a full report. ...God bless— ...God bless all of you.

(The CONGREGATION sings, and JESSICA joins them. After several moments, a fantasy version of HENRY bursts in, wearing a green camouflage jacket and sunglasses. The LIGHTS abruptly change, the singing stops and the PREACHER and CONGREGATION turn their backs on her.)

HENRY: Stupid white girl. You don’t get it. You never get it. It’s hell! It’s hell on earth, and your comin’ down there only gonna make it hotter. Gonna get some more black boys cut open and thrown into the river. Will that make you feel all righteous and gooey inside, give you some good stories to tell your white friends at the country club? Bullshit! Stay home! You wanna help the black man? Go back to your manicured lawns and your manicured life. Your Peace Corps rescue mission just gonna fuck us up. So git yourself the hell home!
(JESSICA crosses towards HENRY, her hands imploring. HENRY spits on the ground, and storms out. Then JESSICA sees that the CONGREGATION has disappeared. BLACK-OUT. Then we hear the sound of birds.)

LIGHTS SHIFT: A path on the campus leading to the woods. HENRY enters, walking quickly, carrying a small branch he’s torn off of a tree. JESSICA comes up behind him, out of breath.)

JESSICA: Henry... wait.

HENRY: ...You followin’ me?

JESSICA: I just wanna ask...

HENRY: You don’t wanna talk to me right now. Dig?

JESSICA: We weren’t laughing at you. We were laughing at the documentary. That pink lady, rambling on about how Negroes don’t want to vote?

HENRY: Go talk to Roz.

JESSICA: (blocking his way:) You’re the one keeps saying we’re gonna get killed. Is that what you really think?

HENRY: ...Yeah.

JESSICA: So – what? – we should disband the whole Project?

HENRY: Just... leave me be.

JESSICA: Henry, the whole future of the Movement—

HENRY: You’re not part of the Movement, okay?
JESSICA: Oh, yeah?

HENRY: Yeah. You’re just a...

JESSICA: What? Rich white kid?

HENRY: I got nothin’ against you bein’ white, but once you’re in Mississippi, it’s... it’s not a game—

JESSICA: I know.

HENRY: You don’t! You don’t know. And that’s why this Project is... ‘Cause not only you gonna get killed, you gonna get all of us killed.

JESSICA: So why, why did you come here?

(HENRY waves this off and starts to walk away.)

JESSICA: You at least owe me—

HENRY: I don’t owe you nothin’.

JESSICA: (a new tack:) No one was paying attention. Now they are.

HENRY: Summer’s gonna end. All a you gonna go back north. And so are the cameras.

JESSICA: I won’t leave at the end of the summer. I’ll stay—

HENRY: You won’t last a month.

JESSICA: You don’t know me. I may be a klutz, I may say too much, but there’s more to me. ...You’re being just as bigoted... as they are.
HENRY: Who?

JESSICA: Those people in Mississippi—

HENRY: (appalled) What?!

JESSICA: It’s the same damn thing. You create all these tests – Of course we’re not gonna live up to what you can do. That doesn’t mean we’re incapable. – I know, I know I haven’t seen the kind of violence you have. But when I heard about those girls, torn to pieces in their Sunday school? I cried, I had nightmares—

HENRY: Not the same as a bomb going off in your kitchen.

JESSICA: I’m sure; you need to tell us about that. But I know – I know! – what it’s like to be invisible. I’m invisible to my own family!

HENRY: ‘Scuse me.

JESSICA: (turning to face him:) No! This is my country too, dig? I have every right to be part of this. You hear me?

HENRY: I hear you, but—

JESSICA: I also have great capabilities – great, vast capabilities! – that I have not been given the chance to... You think just ‘cause I went to Radcliffe, I haven’t known discrimination?

HENRY: ...You better off joining the Peace Corps—

JESSICA: No! If we don’t go to Mississippi, what’s going to happen? Where’s it gonna end? More killing? A race war? That what you want?
HENRY: It’s not about what I want, what you want. Jesus! The dogs are outta the pound. They smell blood. *(HE stops himself.)*

JESSICA: What are you talking about? You got something to say? Say it! I don’t know the way it is? Tell me!

HENRY: ...Things I been seein’ ‘round the country.

JESSICA: *(curious, receptive:)* Yeah? Like what?

HENRY: Like, I was up in New York City, spent time with some Negro teenagers. They livin’ in buildings a lot more disgusting than a Mississippi sharecropper. They go a mile downtown and see white folks with money fallin’ outta their coats, then go uptown and the police tells ‘em they can’t play on the street. Man, when it gets hot up there, and they get chased off the streets... somethin’s gonna blow.

JESSICA: Is that why you changed?

*(We hear a dog barking, getting closer.)*

HENRY: We gotta run— Come on!

JESSICA: Hey— Look, it’s just someone’s pet. See?

MAN’S VOICE OFFSTAGE: *(calling to a dog:)* Come on, boy.

*(The barking stops. Pause.)*

JESSICA: We’re not in Mississippi yet. ...Hey, you know, I have a car here. What do you say we get off this campus, go into town, and get some lemonade? I bet you haven’t even been in town yet. Come on, we won’t even talk about the damn Project.
HENRY: ...Promise?

JESSICA: Cross my heart. ...Come on.

(THEY exit. Then a BOY wearing a Ku Klux Klan hood enters, looks in the direction in which they exited, then follows them.

LIGHTS SHIFT: We see the front seat of Jessica’s car. HENRY and JESSICA sit, holding cups of lemonade.)

JESSICA: ...Now will you tell me?

HENRY: You didn’t see ‘em, did you?

JESSICA: Who?

HENRY: At the restaurant. That bunch of guys sittin’ behind you? Staring at us, and laughin’.

JESSICA: Are you sure?

HENRY: Just because we’re in Ohio, doesn’t mean people are used to seein’… [Negroes and whites together]

JESSICA: I’m sorry.

HENRY: What are you apologizin’ for?

JESSICA: It’s everywhere, isn’t it? That’s why we need this Project.

HENRY: (changing the subject:) My momma used to make lemonade like this.

JESSICA: What does she do?
HENRY: *(somewhat evasive:)* Well, different things. She used to do a lotta women’s hair. Now... she does different things. What’s your momma do?

JESSICA: She died when I was ten.

HENRY: I’m real sorry.

JESSICA: After that, I was mostly raised by Jenny Washington. Jenny’s a Negro, from South Carolina.

HENRY: Your maid.

JESSICA: Originally. Now she’s part of the family. She kind of reminds me of Fannie Lou Hamer. She was really good at keeping me honest. A certain look from her, and I’d start bawling. *(beat)* So that town you’re from. Is it real small?

HENRY: Nine thousand people.

JESSICA: That’s small! Do you live in a...?

HENRY: Two room house.

JESSICA: Yeah?

HENRY: Tin roof, little porch.

JESSICA: It sounds...

HENRY: Next month, it’ll be hot as hell in there. Once tried sleeping out on the porch, but the mosquitoes ate me alive. I hate mosquitoes – hate ‘em worse ‘n I hate... *(he stops himself)*

JESSICA: Crackers?
HENRY: ...It’s nice here. Cool. Clean. Birds are different than what we got. Quieter.

JESSICA: What do you do for fun down there?

HENRY: Fun? ...Barbecues. Lotta drinkin’. Dancin’.

JESSICA: You dance?

HENRY: Used to dance every Saturday night. Martha and the Vandellas, Aretha Franklin—

JESSICA: I love Aretha! I think she’s the most beautiful woman in the world. And her voice is like... pure freedom. Shall I put on the radio?

(JESSICA turns on the radio. “Dancing in the Street” is playing.)

HENRY: That’s Martha and the—! How’d you do that?

(JESSICA sings along, and soon HENRY does too. After a bit, JESSICA laughs.)

HENRY: What’s so funny?

JESSICA: Nothing.

HENRY: What?

JESSICA: Well, you’re a little...

HENRY: What? You sayin’ I’m a bad singer?

JESSICA: No no no no. You’re just not as melodic as, say, Mrs. Hamer, that’s all. I like your singing, really. Hey, come on. I got them to put this on the radio especially for you.
(JESSICA sings, and, after a bit, HENRY joins in. The song ends. Then an announcer comes on.)

ANNOUNCER: And now the news. The controversy over the disappearance of three Civil Rights workers in Mississippi continues to grow. The Governor of Mississippi, Ross Barnett, said today that he believes the three are alive and well.

GOVERNOR’S VOICE: They’re most likely havin’ a vacation in Havana, Cuba. This whole thing has been staged by outside agitators, unwilling to recognize that the people of Mississippi don’t want—

(HENRY turns off the radio. Silence.)

JESSICA: What an idiot.

HENRY: He’s no idiot. He knows just what to say to keep the White Citizens Council happy, and keep the Federal government out of his hair.

JESSICA: ...We’re gonna change all that. Whether you believe it or not. If you and I can sit in this car—

HENRY: If we got caught like this in Mississippi... I don’t even wanna think about it.

JESSICA: We’re having a good time. Right?

HENRY: ...We gotta go back. Time for more workshops. More discussions.

JESSICA: It’s going to work.

HENRY: ‘Change the world, with soul force, ‘n songs.’ You just don’t see—
JESSICA: I don’t, and I—

HENRY: (becoming increasingly agitated:) I been in their jails. Fourteen times. ‘Just as soon kill you as look at you, nigger.’ We’re talking about devils here, see? Look at my hands. Here, and here, and here. Got scars on every part of my body. I been hit with pistols, two by fours, lead pipes, you name it. And all that is nothin’! Nothin’! Compared to—!

(HE stops himself, and takes JESSICA’s hand. Silence.)

JESSICA: ...Are you alright?

(HENRY lets go of JESSICA’s hand; turns away from her.)

JESSICA: Your hand is still... smooth. ...Does it hurt?

HENRY: ...I don’t know anymore.

(They sit for a while longer in silence. JESSICA looks at her own hand. THE LIGHTS FADE TO BLACK.

END OF ACT ONE